
Large Round Tip
Suitable for larger flat areas
with less blemish, such as

cheek & side face

Small Elliptical Tip
Intense pore cleanse,

suitable for targeting curved
areas, such as side of nose

Download App;
Turn on the Pore
Cleaner, then Connect
your phone to the
Cleaner via Wifi

Install the right tip for
the treated skin areas

EMS & Photon
Beauty Handset

EMS & Photon
Beauty Handset

HOW TO USE IMASK MICROSCOPEHOW TO USE IMASK MICROSCOPEHOW TO USE IMASK MICROSCOPE   
VISIBLE PORE CLEANERVISIBLE PORE CLEANERVISIBLE PORE CLEANER

Pick The Right Treatment Tip 

Pre Treatment skincare Post Treatment skincare

Comfort your skin before & after treatment to maximise the cleanse and fast rebalancing &
shrinking pores after chunks of dirt being removed

Small Round Tip
Suitable for caring sensitive
areas; treating target pore
areas, such as removing
single blackhead/acne

Micro-Crystal Tip
Suitable for soft elimination

of dead skin & exfoliation

Medium Round Tip
Suitable for areas with more

secretion of
blackheads/acnes/oils, such

as T-zone

Large Elliptical Tip
  Suitable for general pore

cleanse around curved areas,
such as nose & T-zone

Microdermabrasion is highly recommended by beauty professionals to
treat oily & combination skin. iMask Microscope Pore Cleaner allows you

to enjoy home safe pore cleanse anytime

Turn the vacuum function on
to start the treatment. Start
with level 1 (soft) and increase
to level 2 (medium) or level 3
(strong) if needed.

Video or photo record the
cleanse session to monitor
skin condition if required

*This is a photograph
taken using iMask
Vacuum Pore Cleaner
on a volunteer (Jane)'s
skin around nose
area. 
Jane has combination
skin type.

Gently wash face

Hot compress face to relax & open pores (or
take a hot bath or shower)

Check out alternative iMask Products for
convenient face warm compress options

Use Clean Mode to
warm massage face 

Water Gel Hot &
Cool Facial Mask

Simply put the face
mask in the microwave
for a quick & effective
warm facial compress

Apply pore-shrinking
formula skincare. Massage

to ensure absorption 

Cool compress face for
effective physical pore-

shrinking

Use Collagen Synthesis
(cooling) Mode to
massage face. Micro-
electric current & cooling
effect is effective for
instant pore tightening

Water Gel Hot &
Cool Facial Mask

Prepare the mask by
putting it in the fridge for 2
hours or more. Enjoy a
quick & effective cooling
facial compress anytime


